
CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents the conclusions of the research and the suggestions.

The  conclusions  include  the  statement  of  the  research  problems  while  the

suggestions  are  intended  to  give  information  to  the  readers  and  the  next

researchers who interested in conducting the similar topic.

A. CONCLUSION 

Based on the research finding the researcher presented a conclusion

of  politeness  strategies  were  used  by  the  characters  performing

directive act in I, Robot movie are on requesting and ordering strategy 

In  the  process  of  communication,  considering  other’s  face  is

needed in order  to make it  runs  well  and smoothly.  Politeness is  a

strategy in communication that people used to maintain and develop

relationships  and  a  technical  term in  language  study to  signify  the

strategies  we use to  achieve our  goals  without  threatening the self-

respect of others. 

In  this  research,  the  researcher  analyzed  politeness  strategy

performing directive act that included requesting, ordering, suggesting

and advising.  In the movie, politeness strategy used by the character

performing  requesting  and  ordering  as  much  14  utterance  in  bald

record strategy with sub-strategy cases of non-minimization of the face

treat and  cases of FTA-oriented bald-on-record usage. 
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On politeness strategy performing suggesting and advising, the researcher

found  5  utterances  using  bald  record  with  sub-strategy  sympathetic  advice  or

warnings. 

B. SUGGESTION 

Based on the conclusions of the research, then there are some points

that can be suggested for some parties below.

1. The Readers

The researcher expects that this study can help the readers,

especially  English Department  Students in  understanding the

concept of Brown and Levinson about Face Threatening Acts

and Politeness Strategy performed in Directive Act. 

2. The Student of English Department

The researcher hopes if this research can help them to learn

a lot of new words and phrases with the meaning and purpose

of communication. Besides, they can learn English especially

in pragmatics focusing on FTA and politeness strategy by using

movie that they interested. 

3. The English Lecturer

Thee  researcher  hopes  if  this  research  can  help  in  the

pragmatic  teaching  and  learning  especially  on  FTA  and

politeness strategy. Besides, the lecturer can give a supporting

teaching  media  movie  in  order  make  English  Department
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Students  make  them easier  and  enjoy  learning  in  Pragmatic

focusing on FTA and politeness strategy. 

4. The future researcher

This research has the weakness that is the lack of theory

that  is  used  to  analyze  the  problems  of  research  since  the

researcher  used  the  theory  only  by  Brown  and  Levinson.

Hence,  the  results  of  analysis  are  also  limited.  It  is

recommended  for  the  future  researchers  especially  who  are

interested in the same topic to try to use more than one theory

to cover the results of analysis wider.


